
Bank of England's 'nerves' to be tested as
inflation jumps most on record

UK inflation jumped the most on record in December, fuelling fears that interest rates will have to rise
sooner rather than later to keep prices in check.
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The sharp rise in the annual rate of consumer price inflation from 1.9pc to 2.9pc was driven by exceptional events in December 2008, as the
VAT cut and high street discounting at that point were not repeated last month.

An increase in the price of petrol and new cars also drove the Consumer Prices Index (CPI) up last month, the Office for National Statistics
said. Economists had expected a smaller rise in CPI to 2.6pc.

Howard Archer, chief UK economist at IHS Global Insight described the data as "a very nasty shock".

It was the first time since May that inflation has risen above the Bank of England’s 2pc target, and economists predict inflation will rise above
3pc this month, reflecting the reversal of the VAT cut on January 1.

At that point Mervyn King, the Bank's Governor, would be required to write a letter to the Chancellor, explaining why inflation was more than a
percentage point above the target.

It comes at a difficult time for Britain’s consumers, who face the prospect of rising taxes, rising interest rates, and spending cuts as a fragile
economic gets underway following the worst post-war recession.

The retail prices index (RPI) - which includes housing costs - rose even more sharply, to 2.4pc from 0.3pc in November.

Inflation in Britain has remained consistently higher than other countries during the recession, which economists partly attribute to the pound’s
weakness, which has driven up the cost of foreign goods.

The staggering one percentage point jump in CPI in December was the biggest since monthly records began in 1997, and presents the Bank’s
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) with a dilemma, as it weighs up the need to maintain support for the economy with the threat of inflation.

“This morning’s release of December’s UK inflation numbers will have sent the Bank of England’s MPC and Governor Mervyn King, into
something of an unseemly tailspin,” said Nick Beecroft, senior FX consultant at Saxo Bank.

A temporary spike in inflation has been expected, partly because of the VAT rate change, and the MPC has maintained that it would look
beyond it to the prospects for medium-term inflation. In its November Inflation Report the Bank expected CPI to fall below the target later this
year, as the effects of the VAT change are stripped out and wage inflation remains subdued.

However, economists pointed to the unexpectedly sharp rise inflation rise in December. “Today’s data will raise fears that the spare capacity in
the economy will not tame inflation,” said Colin Ellis, European economist at Daiwa Capital Markets Europe.

Jonathan Loynes, chief European economist at Capital Economics, said the increase should not panic the MPC.

"We still think that the impact of the recession and the vast amount of spare capacity created will eventually bear down strongly on underlying
price pressures – the lags are often very long. As such, we expect the MPC to look through the rise in inflation and leave policy unchanged,"
he said.

He conceded however that "inflation nerves will be sorely tested in the next few months."

Interest rates have been on hold at the historic low of 0.5pc since March, at which point the MPC also began its unprecedented £200bn
programme of quantitative easing (QE) - pumping new money into the economy through the purchase of Government bonds and other assets.

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) argued that the higher-than-expected inflation rate did not justify a tightening of monetary policy,
which could involve a rise in interest rates, a re-sale of some of the assets purchased by the Bank through QE, or a combination of both.



“The UK economy is still weak, businesses continue to face serious problems, and there is ample spare capacity out there. With this in mind, it
would be a major error to start tightening policy too soon. It is important to focus on steps aimed at allowing businesses to drive the economic
recovery,” said David Kern, chief economist at the BCC.
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